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Cleaning robot with emptying station Roidmi Eve Plus
The device from Roidmi is a must-have for the modern home. The vacuum cleaner automatically returns to the base, has a self-emptying
function, and allows you to vacuum and wet mop at the same time. Control via a dedicated app and voice assistants will  allow you to
take full control of the device, and the long run time will provide up to 250m² of clean surface. What's more, the 2700 pa suction power
affects the Eve Plus' performance, and with the LDS laser, the vacuum will find its way perfectly into your apartment.
 
Mapping function
The advanced navigation system and 4th generation LDS laser will quickly scan your entire apartment and automatically create a map
using the SLAM algorithm, with 40% more accuracy than the previous generation. If you have a two-story house, the device will create a
separate map for each floor and automatically detect the cleaned space. In addition, it avoids obstacles thanks to special sensors and
only drives into obstacles that are less than 2cm high. Meanwhile, the slim design allows Eve Plus to thoroughly clean the spaces under
furniture.
 
No dirt will escape its attention
2700  Pa  suction  power  together  with  a  brushless  motor  make  an  unbeatable  duo!  The  device  thoroughly  gets  rid  of  dirt  even  from
hard-to-reach places. Thanks to a special TOF sensor, the brush cleans the spaces along the walls and in the corners so you can be sure
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that your apartment will be vacuumed thoroughly.
 
It will clean your floors
In addition to the vacuuming function, the Roidmi Eve Plus is also equipped with floor mopping capabilities. Thanks to 3 water dispensing
modes,  you can adjust the water level  to the type of  surface you are cleaning.  What's more,  the use of  smart solutions allows you to
control the amount of water distributed. As a result, you can be sure that the mopping pad is always moistened, and you don't have to
worry about possible stains. The lowest dosage will work well for washing tiles, medium - for panels, and the highest water level will help
take care of the cleanliness of tiles in the kitchen. The 250ml tank is enough to wash 250m² of surface, so you can successfully use it to
wash floors in a large house.
 
Dedicated app
Enjoy the possibilities offered by the app! With its help you can manage the saved maps of your apartment - add room names, divide or
combine them. Your child is sleeping and you don't want to wake him up? Set a virtual wall or forbidden zones so that Eve Plus excludes
that space from cleaning. You can also schedule cleaning schedules, for even more control over the device.
 
It will empty the tank for you
The charging station is also a dust garbage can. When the dust tank is full, the vacuum will return to the station and empty it. The robot
also has ozone anti-bacterial  technology that  removes unpleasant  odors.  Since the tube through which debris  is  discharged is  shorter
than in other robots, dust gets into the tank faster and does not block it. The 3-liter tank lasts for a month, so you don't have to worry
about frequent cleaning of the tank. With this feature, you can go on vacation without worrying and your apartment will clean itself.
 
Up to 250m² of clean surface on a single charge
With a 5200mAh battery and an intelligent BMS battery management system, the Roidmi Eve Plus can run for up to 250 minutes. Such a
long operating time allows you to clean up to 250m² of surface on a single charge. The device's battery is running low? No problem! The
vacuum cleaner will find a charging station, and after renewing its energy, it will return to the place where it stopped working.
 
"Hey Alexa, start cleaning."
Take  full  control  of  your  device!  Roidmi  Eve  Plus  works  with  Google  Assistant  and  Amazon  Alexa,  which  means  you  can  control  it  by
voice. With a simple command, you can start cleaning, stop it, or send the device back to the docking station. Even if you don't have a
smartphone handy, you can control the Eve Plus without moving from your chair!
 
With attention to detail
The vacuum cleaner was designed with special attention to detail, so it impresses not only with its performance, but also with its modern
design. The rotating brush roll and side brushes ensure thorough cleaning. Among other things, a power button has been placed on the
top of the device for convenient operation, and the use of high-quality materials guarantees the durability of the product. Meanwhile, the
slim design allows Eve Plus to clean surfaces under furniture.
 
Included
Cleaning robot x1
Automatic emptying station x1
Water tank x1
Side brush x2
Disposable mop x10
Mop x1
Manufacturer	
Roidmi
Name	
Robot Vacuum and Mop Cleaner with Cleaning Base
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Suction power	
Max 2700 Pa
Recommended area of the cleaning area	
Up to 250 m2
Height of obstacles to be overcome	
Up to 2 cm
Rechargeable battery	
5200 mAh
Charging time	
Approx. 250 minutes
Cleaning time	
Approx. 250 minutes
Water tank capacity	
Approximately 250 ml
Waste tank capacity	
300 ml
Power of the emptying station	
850 W
Power of the robot	
50 W
Weight of the robot	
Approximately 3.5 kg
Dimensions of the robot	
355x355x100 mm
Weight of the emptying station	
Approximately 4.3 kg
Dimensions of the emptying station	
358x300x174 mm
Capacity of the garbage bag	
3 l

Price:

Before: € 418.4952

Now: € 399.00

Smart Home, Intelligent Vacuum Cleaners
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